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Editorial
This special issue of Making Itmarks the 50th anniversary of theUnitedNations
Industrial DevelopmentOrganization (UNIDO).The date of 17November 1966,
when theGeneral Assembly set upUNIDO as an autonomous bodywithin the
UnitedNations with amission to promote and accelerate the industrialization of
the developing countries,marks its official birthday.

Evidence of the dynamic role of industrialization– and themanufacturing
and processing sectors in particular – is not hard to find.Traditional economies
are based on agriculture but,whenworkersmove into processing and
manufacturing, productivity and incomes rise.The faster this economic
transformation occurs, the faster the rate of economic growth.There are few
exceptions to this development path,which has been the pattern from the
eighteenth century industrial revolution in England onwards.

The advance of globalization through improved international
communications and transport, and lower trade barriers, has provided new
opportunities for developing countries to export niche agricultural products,
as well as services in information technology and business process outsourcing.
But it has been those developing countries with significantmanufacturing
capabilities that havemade themost of access to globalmarkets and, as a result,
it is those economies that have grown at historically unprecedented rates.

Over the past five decades,UNIDOhas played a key role in promoting
industrial development.More recently, it has taken on the challenge presented
by the growing realization that natural resource scarcity and the threats posed
by climate changemean“business-as-usual” is not an option. UNIDOprovides
and demonstrates the tools for the imperative transition to a resource-efficient,
low-carbon global economy.

UNIDO’smandate, as described in the LimaDeclaration adopted byUNIDO
member states in 2013, is to promote and accelerate inclusive and sustainable
industrial development (ISID) to achieve shared prosperity and environmental
sustainability around the world.

UNIDO’s contribution to the 2030Agenda for Sustainable Development is
most visibly recognized in the progress nations willmake on Sustainable
DevelopmentGoal 9: “build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and

sustainable industrialization and foster
innovation”. However, themultiplier

effect of industrialization on all other
areas of developmentwill further
reinforceUNIDO’s contribution
to the achievement of the
Sustainable DevelopmentGoals
in their entirety.

UNIDO’s ISIDmandate
makes a critical contribution
towards addressing the
economic, social and

environmental dimensions of
development in a systemic and

holisticmanner.
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Cash flow?
Your ‘keynote’ article in the
edition onWater (Making It,
number 19) quoted a
staggering prediction that
global water demand for
manufacturing will increase by
400% from 2000 to 2050.There
were several other really useful
articles, but I was particularly
drawn to the ‘Is water the next
carbon?’ infographic which
highlighted results of a survey
of nearly 2,000 professionals
frombusiness, asking them
aboutwatermanagement.
It showed that, as well as ‘lack
of management awareness’
and ‘lack of return on
investment’ themain obstacle
to companies profiting from
managingwater issues was
‘lack of financial resources’.
DebraTan in her article on
China’s plan to fight pollution
of water sources warned that
the high cost of installing
wastewater treatment
equipment“will likelymean
that some smaller factories
with thin profitmarginsmay
be forced to close ormerge
with others...”Talk about
throwing out the babywith the
bath water!
At theWorldWaterWeek
conference in Stockholm in
August-September 2016, it was
estimated thatUS$16trn (that’s
trillion!) of investment is
needed to update water
infrastructure so that it can
endure the various demands

(not least the human right to
water,whichwas recognised by
theUN in 2010).
Somy only criticism is that I
did not feel any of the articles
were clear enough aboutwhere
that finance is going to come
from.
l StephanieCarr,byemail

Crafty fungus
Good to read the letter in
Making It (number 21) about
‘craft beer’ breweries in the
United States being concerned
about renewable energy, water
efficiency and so on. Seeing as
they use about seven barrels of
water for every barrel of beer
they produce, it is about time
they did and, as your letter
writer said, perhaps it will lead
to the big breweries raising
their game as well. I believe
MillerCoors are turning some
of their wastewater into
animal feed.
Readersmay be interested to
hear that engineers from the
University of Colorado
Boulder in theUS have

developed a“bio-
manufacturing process that
uses a biological organism
cultivated in brewery
wastewater to create the
carbon-basedmaterials needed
tomake energy storage cells”.
Breweries cannot just throw
their wastewater into the
sewers, as it requires extra
filtration, so it seems the CU
Boulder researchers have been
able to cultivate a fast-growing
fungus, calledNeurospora
crassa, in the sugar-rich
wastewater produced by their
local Colorado breweries (also
fast-growing!)
They are not the only ones.
Apparently a startup business
calledWaste2Watergy, created
at Oregon State University,
have received a grant to
advance technology that cleans
organics from brewery
wastewater while producing
electricity.
Wemight have differing
attitudes towards alcohol but
I thinkwe are agreed this is a
step forward.
lDickGough,byemail

Hail the
nnovators
Great to hear about the
Chinese company– BYD
GoodBusiness,Making It,
number 21) – which has
developed in 20 years from
making rechargeable batteries
ormobile phones to
manufacturing electric and
hybrid vehicles. It is
marvellous that there are
ompanies like this
nnovating to build businesses
that are a boon to the
environment.
Electric vehicles become
unstuck inprevious years
because the batteryhas been
too bulky, tooheavy and very
expensive.The efforts byBYD
(which stands for ‘BuildYour
Dreams’, another sign that it is
led by imaginative people) over
the years to develop their
lithium-ionphosphate battery
(which recharges really fast–
100% in 40minutes) has paid
off.Your article said it sold
60,000 electric vehicles last year.
I worry though that this is
not enough.
Anotherwonderful
breakthrough I read about
recently, calledCarbfix, has
shown it is possible to turn
carbon dioxide into stone by
pumping the gases into
volcanic rock.This project, led
by scientists in Iceland,has
been developed to handle
10,000 tonnes of CO2 a year.
Well done to them,but hold on.
An average power station
probably produces about 20
million tonnes of CO2– that’s
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two thousand timesmore than
Carbfix can currently deal with.
Either governments and the
private sector take these kinds
of initiatives and really push
them, or we are not really
effectively going to do enough
about climate change.
lMelissaAleksic,byemail

Material loss?
I noticed inMaking It (number
21) thatUNIDOwelcomed a
UNGeneral Assembly
decision to proclaim 2016-
2025 as the ‘Third Industrial
DevelopmentDecade for
Africa’. It also quoted China’s
PresidentXi promising to
helpAfrican nations
industrialize and to elevate
China’s relationship with

Africa beyond one centred on
the extraction of rawmaterials.
It is not just China.Take the
boomingmobile phone
industry,where there’s likely
to bemore than 700m
smartphone connections in
Africa by 2020. Despite this,
Africa’s entrepreneurs in this
field, and there aremany of
them, are finding it hard to
find investment.
There are worries that the
continent’s tech economywill
become dominated bywestern
operators such asUber,Netflix
andAmazon, all ready to
exploit opportunities that
local competitors cannot.
While we are on the subject
of extracting rawmaterials
fromAfrica, it is estimated that
30% of all African financial

wealth is thought to be held
offshore.The estimated loss
in tax revenues is US$14bn.
Imagine how that could be
used in the coming decade.
lØyvindLeonhardsen,
byemail

Backwardsteps
Where is investment going
these days?To ‘industry for
development’, to borrow your
motto, as it surely should do?
It has been nine years since
the financial crisis broke.The
authorities are still funnelling
vast sums of money into banks
and corporations hoping they
will start lending or investing.
Insteadmuch of themoney is
going into buying bonds and
other financial holdings–

which pay negative interest
rates!These ratesmean they
get lessmoney out after a
period of time than you paid in
but they are considered“safe”.
NowonderAngel Gurria,
secretary-general of theOECD,
said recently: “Cylinders of
growth are chugging their way
but they aremoving half-speed
at best. In some cases we look
like we’re walking backwards”.
That’s why I was so very
disappointedwith the latest
G20 in September 2016. For all
their talk of “global
cooperation” it seems that the
top 20world leaders (who
collectively account for 85% of
global production and 80%of
world trade) don’t really have a
plan for productive growth.
l JeanTresadern,byemail
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Plastics have boosted our economy
because they are versatile, cheap and
durable. Yet, thanks to these same traits,
in the course of establishing a US$750bn
global industry, we have also created a
massive problem. Rivers are filled with
plastic garbage. Plastic bottles soil
beaches.Masses of plastic are floating in
the ocean. Birds become entangled in
plastic pieces, and whales’ stomachs fill
with plastic debris. Plastics can harm
humans, too, by releasing toxic additives.
And the problem is getting worse:The
production of plastics reached 311
millionmetric tons (343million tons) in
2014 and is continuing to increase
worldwide. Scientists estimate that in
2010 alone between five and 13million
metric tons (six and 14million tons) of
plastics streamed into the sea.Many
hopes have been put on biodegradable
plastics, but those still don’t break down
easily enough.
A number of initiatives have
recognized the need to address plastic
pollutionmore decisively, including the
United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals. In the Leaders’
Declaration from its 2015 summit, the
G7 committed to “combatmarine litter.”
The UNEnvironment Programme has
published several reports on the
environmental impact of plastics,
launched a number of initiatives against
marine litter, and passed a resolution on
microplastics andmarine litter at its
latest UN EnvironmentAssembly inMay
2016. Although the resolution recognizes

plastic pollution as “a rapidly increasing
serious issue of global concern that
needs an urgent global response,” thus
far these initiatives have done little to
solve the problem.

Back to the land
Whyhas plastics pollution been so
intransigent from a global governance
perspective? One reason is the inevitable
difficulty that comes with complex policy
problems,wheremany actors have a
stake in the game and no clear-cut
remedy exists. Still, I believe that amore
hands-on approach can at least pave the
way towardmore durable solutions.
However, for it to do so wemust rethink
current efforts to shapemultilateral
actions, which havemostly taken place
with a focus on oceans. After all, plastic
ends up in the oceans, but it doesn’t start
there. Oceans-based agreements just

don’t have what it takes to tackle the
main sources of plastic pollution. It is
time to step up the game by negotiating a
global treaty aimed at reducing plastic
pollution that goes beyondmarine
pollution and tackles the roots of the
problem.
Two options seemmost viable for
crafting a binding international
agreement to deal with plastics. First, a
stand-alone treaty could be negotiated, a
multilateral environmental agreement
dealing specifically with the production,
use and disposal of plastics. It would not
have to be built entirely from scratch
because the UN already has a cluster of
treaties dealing with a range of chemicals
(which plastics are) and waste (which
most plastics become). This chemicals
and waste cluster is built by the Basel,
Rotterdam and Stockholm conventions,
which deal with the shipment and
treatment of hazardous waste,
international trade of toxic chemicals,
and persistent organic pollutants,
respectively. This cluster will soon be
joined by theMinamata Convention,
restricting the use and trade of mercury
and dealing with its disposal. Any of
these conventions could be amodel for a
plastics treaty that would be farmore
appropriate than amarine agreement
because they contain provisions on how
to deal with harmful substances from a
life-cycle perspective, ban themost
hazardous ones, and offer a framework
through which countries in need can
receive assistance.
Second, the Basel Convention on the
Control of TransboundaryMovements of
HazardousWastes andTheir Disposal
could be amended to specifically

Let’sgetseriousaboutplastics
NilsSimon argues thatplastic pollution ismore than
anoceanproblem,and it’s timewe treat it as such

“Although theUNresolution
recognizesplastic pollution as
‘a rapidly increasing serious
issueof global concern that
needs anurgentglobal
response,’ thus far these
initiativeshavedone little to
solve theproblem.” ‰
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Plastics have boosted
our economy but we
have also created a
massive problem of
garbage soiling
beaches with masses of
it floating in the ocean.
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address plastic throughout its life
cycle. Back in 2002, the Basel
Convention’smember states passed
technical guidelines on how to deal with
plastic waste.These guidelines could
serve as the basis for negotiating an
amendment that, once ratified, would
make sustainablemanagement of
plasticsmandatory for itsmembers.
There are also quirkier alternatives,
building on amix of legally binding and
voluntarymeasures. For example, so-
called emerging policy issues like
nanoparticles or lead in paint are tackled
under the Strategic Approach to
International ChemicalsManagement, a
voluntarymulti-stakeholder policy
framework formanaging chemicals
sustainably. It could be used to launch a
plastics-based programme, to raise
awareness among governmental and
non-governmental actors alike, and to
prepare negotiations on a treaty. In
addition, land- and oceans-based
approaches could be combined to build
on their respective strengths.The former
could be covered in a stand-alone treaty
or a treaty amendment as described
above, whereas the latter could be tackled
under the UNConvention on the Law of
the Sea, the International Convention for
the Prevention of Pollution from Ships,
or the various regional seas agreements
to focus on waste dumping at sea or lost
fishing gear.

Critical elements
Whatever form the new agreement will
take, the specific content will be key to its
success in reducing plastic pollution.
Five critical elements should be
included.
First and foremost, a common vision
and clear goals are crucial. The vision
should call for the sustainable
management of all plastics throughout
their life cycle. A number of concrete

goals could specify steps to achieve this,
and a review system formeasuring how
well all nations implement themwould
make progress transparent.
Second, a plastics treaty should
demand (and support) building effective
national collection and recycling
systems, because they are themost
effectivemeans of preventing plastic
littering. Extended producer
responsibility schemes andmulti-
stakeholder partnerships could be
fostered to further extend collection
where governments lack capacities.
When this doesn’t suffice, plastic
manufacturers could be charged to

provide revenues for establishing
recycling systems.
Third, the treaty should create
conditions for amore circular plastic
economy. Chemical and other
companiesmust be pushed toward
innovation formore sustainable
products, including plastics thatmore
easily degrade in the environment.This
is a huge innovation challenge for the
industry, yet it can elicit a race to the top
just as provisions to safeguard the ozone
layer through theMontreal Protocol did
30 years ago.The companiesmoving first
will have the biggest advantages in the
years to come.

‰ Ocean plastic facts

80%
Plastics are estimated to represent
almost80%of the totalmarinedebris
floating in theworld’s oceans

Sources: epa.gov thinkoutsidethebin.com latimes.com

Onaverage,46,000piecesof plastic are
swirling ineachsquaremileof ouroceans

Fish in the
middleof
depthsof the
northern
pacific ocean
are ingesting
asmuchas
24,000 tons
of plastic
each year

267 species around theworld
areharmedbyplastic. 86%of

sea turtles,44%of seabirds and
43%of oceanmammals ingest

or become tangled inplastic

Everyyear,ATLEAST
onemillion seabirds
and100,000 sharks,
turtles,dolphins and
whalesdie from
eatingplastic

1mile

1
m
ile

46k24,00
0tons
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Fourth, nomatter how good
collection programmes are and how
safe innovative plastics will become,
some of it will still end up in the
environment ( joining themillions of
tons already there). A plastics treaty
should thus provide formechanisms
to deal with any plastic waste that
remains.
Fifth, to get all this to work, a plastics
treatymust provide funds for
implementation.These days, raising
money formultilateral agreements is a
really tough job. But there is a strong
economic argument for taking on the
plastics challenge: Not only are

environmental and health damages of
untreated plastic pollution extremely
costly, there is also huge savings
potential (for example, the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation estimates that
95% of the value of plastic packaging–
someUS$80bn to US$120bn– is lost
each year when thematerial is
discarded).
The problem of plastic pollution will
not be resolved by simply negotiating a
new international treaty. However, such
a treaty could be the cornerstone for a
more comprehensive approach linking
public and private actors, binding
regulation andmarket-based schemes,

land-based and ocean-centred activities.
We have seen a lot of partnership-
based, ocean-focused andmostly
voluntary action in the past. It is time to
bring international law into this picture
and craft a treaty that can spearhead a
real and enduring solution.

lNILS SIMON is aBerlin-basedpolitical
scientist specializing in international
environmental and sustainabilitygovernance.

The above article is republished fromEnsia
magazineunder the termsof Creative
Commons’Attribution-NoDerivs 3.0
Unported license.
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The stomach contents
of a dead albatross
chick photographed on
Midway Atoll National
Wildlife Refuge in the
Pacific in 2009.
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�Off-grid solar is spreading at
an electrifying pace inAfrica. An
industry that barely existed a few
years ago is now thought to be
providing power to perhaps
600,000 households across the
continent.The pace of growth is
accelerating in a continent that,
more than any other, is rich in
sunshine (seemap). Industry
executives reckon that over the
next year the number of home-

key towhether goods produced
by an exporter are acceptable to
other countries.Work carried
out by internationally recognized
conformity assessmentbodies
canprovide theneededproof
that exportsmeet an importer’s
requirements.
Not only does an

accreditation systemhave
benefits for improving trade
flows, it also deliversmany
benefits internal to an economy.
A robust system of accreditation
and conformity assessmentwill
support the improvement of the
quality of products sold
domestically to consumers, and

trends

BUSINESS MATTERS

power systems onAfrican roofs
will growby 60-100%.
M-Kopa, themarket leader,

has installed 400,000 systems
and, at its current rate of
growth,may add another
200,000 to that number over the
next year. Smaller rivals such as
Off Grid Electric, Bboxx and
AzuriTechnologiesmaywell
double their client base over the
same period. (The Economist)

�Developing country exports
and imports face an increasing
number of requirements in the
formof standards or technical
regulations thatmust bemet for
products to be acceptedwhen
crossing borders.The
international recognition of
work conducted by laboratories,
certification bodies, inspection
bodies andother types of
conformity assessment bodies is

Armenian fashion house
5900 BC is creating a stir on
the eastern European
fashion scene. Since
September 2014, when the
eight garment-producing
Armenian enterprises came
together to design and
produce fashionable and
affordable modern clothes,
the 5900 BC brand has
exhibited three high-quality
collections and established
contacts with some of the
biggest garment producers
and retailers in the Russian
Federation.
During the Soviet era, the

Armenian economywas
mostly based on industrial
production and light
industry such as textiles,
clothing and leather. After
independence in 1991, the
country lost its traditional
exportmarkets and the

Armenian
fashion
splash

economy declined
dramatically. There was a
major negative impact on
the textile and clothing
sector, which used to employ
about a quarter of the
workforce.
To revive and upgrade

garment production and
textile and clothing industry
in Armenia, the United
Nations Industrial
Development Organization
(UNIDO) implemented a
project, funded by the
Government of the Russian
Federation and in
partnership with the
Ministry of Economy of
Armenia and the
Development Foundation of
Armenia.
UNIDO experts worked

closely with the eight
companies working as the
5900 BC brand on a wide
range of technical and
business issues, including
product design and
development, quality
process, production
planning systems, legal
matters, human resources,
finance,marketing,
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can help regulators achieve
their objectives.
Increasingly, accredited

conformity assessment can
provide confidence in other
non-trade arenas, such as the
monitoring andmeasurement
of progress towards the
achievement of Sustainable
DevelopmentGoals and their
associated targets.
The International

Accreditation Forum, the
International Laboratory
Accreditation Cooperation, and
theUnitedNations Industrial
DevelopmentOrganization
(UNIDO), have joined forces to

assist developing countries to
establish and strengthen
accreditation and conformity
assessment bodies so that those
economiesmay also derive
benefits from trade facilitation.
(UNIDO)

�China intends to become a
developed nation bymid-
century, and integral to this
ambition is its intense focus on
innovation. In a fewdecades,
Chinese companies have evolved
from imitators to imaginative
and effective innovators.
Chinese companies nowpose a

challenge to established

multinationals as they enter the
markets of the developedworld
to become insiders. Since China
implementedmarket-oriented
economic reforms in 1979-80,
the driving forces of this
transformation have been the
customer and the culture.
Chinese customers have a
rapidly growing demand for
products as the nation’s large,
diverse population seeks better
lives.This has stimulatedmany
companies to develop affordable
products for those needs.And a
culture of entrepreneurship in
the business sector has been
facilitated by a far-sighted

governmentwith a strong drive
for independence and economic
development.
The Chinese government has

fostered an innovation
ecosystem across the country,
consisting of some 100 science
and technology parks,
universities and government
research institutions,which
provide support for new
enterprises.The Chinese
government and businesses
invested some $190 billion in
research and development in
2013,which is around 40%of
the annual R&D investment in
theUnited States. (Quartz)

Since the historic deal
announced on 1 July 2015
formally restoring diplomatic
relations between the United
State of America and Cuba,
there have been high
expectations about a
renaissance of the Cuban
music industry. Cubanmusic
is often considered one of the
richest andmost influential
regional musics of the world,
but since the US freeze on
trade with Cuba imposed in
1961, the industry has suffered.
Matters improved and

Cubanmusic enjoyed a boom
in popularity in the United
States afterWashington
exempted Cuban recordings
from the trade embargo in
1988, and later allowed Cuban
artists to perform stateside,
although under the condition
that they receive nomore
than per diem payments. By
2000, hundreds of musicians
from the island had
performed in the US,most
prominently BuenaVista
Social Club, whose 1997 Ry

Cooder-produced album
enjoyed huge success in the
US and beyond. But, in the
aftermath of the 9/11 attacks
on the US, the Bush
administration banned
Cuban artists.
Now the normalizing of

relations between the two
countries is raising hopes of
a return of the good times.
MichelVega, CEO of

songwriter/producerMarc
Anthony’s new entertainment
company,MagnusMedia
LLC, told Fadermagazine
many of his colleagues in the
USmusic industry have been
treating the new relationship
a little like a gold rush. “We’ve
heard of a lot of A&Rs [talent
scouts] and writers going
over to Cuba and doing
scouting trips. It just seems
that every day you hear about
someone having gone or
planning to go.”
However Cuban sound

engineer Ali Álvarez sounded
a note of caution, telling
Fader, “Most Cuban artists

and producers do not fully
understand the American
market per se. Their lyrics
are extremely local and the
level of production is poor
inmost cases, due to the
lack of technological
knowledge and expertise.”
To help overcome these

and other challenges, the
United Nations Industrial
Development Organization
(UNIDO) is implementing a
project to help develop the
country’s music industry
value chain.With a budget
of US$1.3m provided by the
Korean International
Cooperation Agency
(KOICA), the project will
promote entrepreneurship
and extend the export value
of themusic industry by,
amongst other things,
developing business
models, trainingmusicians,
producers and engineers,
advising on branding and
marketing strategies, and
supporting wholesalers and
retailers.

Strengthening the Cuban music industrynetworking and project
communication.
SummarizingUNIDO’s

impact,ArmanKhachatryan,
General Director of
Development Foundation of
Armenia,which is the
project’smain national
counterpart, said,“Important
business connections have
been establishedwith the
largest Russian producers and
retailers of fashion apparel.
Given the interest of large
international chains to export
the 5900 BC production,we
can say that the brand is
already competitive.”
Hovsep Poghosyan, chair

of the Union of Light
Industry Employers, said,
“Uniting the selected eight
companies around a unique
idea, creating a new
collection within a very short
period of time, and selecting
and elaborating a brand, are
significant achievements,”
adding, “Another outcome
of this project’s
implementation is that
Armenianmanufacturers
regained their self-
confidence.”



The story of UNIDO actually started on 26
June 1945, the date on which the Charter
of the United Nations was signed in San
Francisco. The determination to improve
the standards of all people of the world
was set out in the Charter: “We the peoples
of the United Nations determine…. to
promote social progress and better
standards of life and…to employ
international machinery for the
promotion of the economic and social
advancement of all peoples”.
One of the earliest manifestations of the

will of the international community to
honour the pledge of the UN took place in
1948. In that year, at its third session, the
General Assembly unanimously adopted a
resolution (220/III) creating a United
Nations technical assistance programme.
Under this programme, financed from the
regular budget of the United Nations, the
Secretariat made available to developing
countries – at their request – experts to
advise them on economic development
problems. The Secretariat also arranged
fellowship training abroad for officials
and technical personnel from the
developing countries, organized seminars
and training courses, and provided
limited quantities of technical equipment.
This modest start was followed in 1949

by the creation of the Expanded
Programme of Technical Assistance,
financed by voluntary contributions. In its
first year its total funds were less than
US$20m and the amount spent on
industrial activities was miniscule.
However, the announced purpose of the
Expanded Programme is worth quoting. It
was “to help the developing countries to
strengthen their national economies
through the development of their
industries and agriculture with a view to
promote their economic and political

independence in the spirit of the Charter,
and to ensure the attainment of higher
levels of economic and social welfare for
their entire population.”
As early as 1951, the United Nations

General Assembly adopted resolution
521(VI) which called on the Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC) “to promote
studies of a programme of rapid
industrialization of under-developed
countries … and the role that the
industrially advanced and under-
developed countries have to play in such a
programme”. As a result of this request, in
1952 ECOSOC asked the Secretary-
General of the United Nations to
undertake such studies. (One influential
report, Process and Problems of
Industrialization in Under-Developed
Countries, noted the paucity of funding
allocated by international organizations
for industrial development.) This was the
origin of UNIDO’s programme of
research activities. It took nine more years
before the Centre for Industrial
Development (CID) was set up within the
UN Secretariat and began its operations.
Meanwhile, in 1958, an important

innovation, the Special Fund, was
established. The Special Fund’s larger
financial resources – all coming from
voluntary contributions – made it possible
to undertake larger andmore complex
projects of longer duration – e.g. the
establishment of educational institutions
and research centres; and to carry out
resource surveys and feasibility studies
designed to attract early investment. In
1966, the Expanded Programme of
Technical Assistance and the Special Fund
were merged into the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP).
The establishment of CID within the

UN Secretariat in 1961 had been preceded

by deliberations by three committees
and their procedural exchanges with the
ECOSOC, the General Assembly, and
back again to ECOSOC, etc., reflected the
growing recognition of the UN policy
organs of the importance of the
industrialization of developing
countries. Eventually this process led to
the crystallization of a recommendation
that a new United Nations body should
be set up under the authority of the
General Assembly to be responsible for
the industrialization of developing
countries. The proposal for the new
organization passed through the UN
legislative machinery for over three
years until there was a consensus
between the developing and the
developed countries concerning the
structure, substance and purposes of the
proposed new body.
Nevertheless, between the decision to

create the new organization and its
actual establishment, an important
experiment was launched. Specifically,
the operational possibilities of CID were
strengthened when aTrust Fund for
Special Industrial Services (SIS) was set
up in 1965. Under this programme,
financed from voluntary contributions,
CID was able to provide emergency
short-term help to solve urgent technical
problems in developing countries. It
became known as ‘UNIDO’s fire-
brigade’.
On 17 November 1966, the General

Assembly unanimously adopted
resolution 2152 (XXI) which created the
United Nations Industrial Development
Organization, in short, UNIDO. No less
than ten countries offered sites for the
headquarters of the newOrganization.
The General Assembly decided to select
Vienna in Austria.

MakingIt14

HowUNIDO wascreated
GeorgiosAnestis andArchalusTcheknavorian-Asenbauer look back at how it all began

GEORGIOS ANESTIS is former
Director of UNIDO’s Department of
Operational Support Services, and
ARCHALUS TCHEKNAVORIAN-
ASENBAUER is a former UNIDO
Managing Director.

Opposite page: UN
General Asssembly
passing Resolution
2152 (XXI) to
establish UNIDO,
17 November 1966.
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The purpose of UNIDO as laid down
in the founding resolution was to
promote industrial development in
accordance with the United Nations
Charter, and encourage the mobilization
of national and international resources
to facilitate the industrialization of the
developing countries, with emphasis on
the manufacturing sector. In this
resolution, the General Assemblymade it
clear in a separate section, entitled
‘Coordination with United Nations
bodies and other Organizations’ that

UNIDO“shall play the central role in and
be responsible for reviewing and
promoting the co-ordination of all
activities of the United Nations system in
the field of industrial development.”
Although founded as a special organ of

the United Nations, some developing
countries (aligned as the Group of 77)
wanted UNIDO to have its own political
decision-making governing bodies and
enjoy autonomy in budgetarymatters. In
resolution 32/167 of 19 December 1977,
the General Assembly decided to convene

a Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the
establishment of UNIDO as a specialized
agency, and on 8 April 1979 a draft
Constitution of UNIDOwas adopted by
the Conference. It was finally ratified in
June 1985. Once all the necessary formal
requirements were fulfilled, in December
1985 UNIDO became the sixteenth
specialized agency of the United Nations.
l The authors drew on information contained
in the UNIDO publication,Handbook for
UNIDO Field Staff, 11 September 1989,
prepared by Geoffrey Holmes.
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1966 1968

Industrial Surveys and Studies
programme focuses on problem
areas in industrial development.

IbrahimHelmi
Abdel-Rahman (Egypt)

becomes first
ExecutiveDirector.

1966
IbrahimHelmi
Abdel-Rahman

17November,UN
GeneralAssembly

Resolution 2152 (XXI)
establishesUNIDO.

1969
Supporting light

industries

ALight Industries Section established
toprovide technical assistance for
textiles andgarment-making,
leather-tanning,woodworking,
food-processing,ceramics,brick-

making andother sectors.

UNIDO
established

Identifying
challenges

UNIDO’s
50-year
timeline
Some of
the major
milestones
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1973

Assisting
African
countries

Encouraging economic
and technical

cooperation among
developing countries.

1974
Protecting the
environment

Joint programmewithUNEP
helps preserve the environment
without slowing down the rate
of industrial development.

1975

Abd-El
Rahman
Khane

NewExecutiveDirector,
Abd-El RahmanKhane
(Algeria) takes up office.

1975
The First Lima
Declaration

First Conference
of African
Ministers of
Industry

SecondGeneral Conference adopts Lima
Declaration andPlan of Action on

Industrial Development andCooperation.

First biennial forum for
African leaders and other
stakeholders to review
progresswithAfrica’s
industrialization.

Export
processing
zones

11997788

UNIDOand regulatory
authorities of export

processing zones (EPZs)
from29 countries form
World Export Processing

ZonesAssociation.

1979
New

headquarters

custom-built byAustrianGovernment.
Vienna International Centre (VIC)

Investment
projects

1981

Analyticalmethodologywith
computer model (COMFAR)

improves quality of
investment projects in
developing world.

1985
Domingo L.
Siazon Jr

UNIDObecomes a
specialized agency
under newly elected
DirectorGeneral,

Domingo L. Siazon Jr
(Philippines).
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1986

Integrated
approach

Investment
technology
promotion

1987
New

technology
centre

Women’s
empower-
ment

International Centre for
Genetic Engineering and
Biotechnologyopens

facilities in Italy and India.

Unit for the integration of
women in industrial
development created.

Preserving the
ozone layer

1992

UNIDOassists countries
phase out use of ozone-

depleting substances under
Montreal Protocol.

1993
Mauricio
deMaria
y Campos

Mauricio deMaria y
Campos (Mexico) is
electedDirector

General.

The firstMulti-function Platform
projects implemented to provide
affordable andmodern energy
services to rural populations in

Mali andBurkina Faso.

1993
TheMulti-
function
Platform

Cooperation
with EU

1993

UNIDOand the
EuropeanUnion
signCooperation

Agreement.

SME cluster
and network
development

1994 1995
Cleaner

production
centres

UNIDOandUNEP jointly
establish the firstNational

Cleaner Production
Centres. Build-Operate-

Transfer (BOT)

Newprogramme
focuses onnetworking
to develop small-scale
enterprises (SME).

UNIDOstrengthens
links between
industry and

agriculture, and
service sectors.

First investment
promotion services

introduced to
become future
network of

Investment and
Technology

PromotionOffices
(ITPOs).
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Build-
Operate-
Transfer
(BOT)

1996 1997
Carlos

Magariños

PartnershipwithGlobal
Environment Facility

enhancedwith focus on
persistent organic pollutants

reduction and sound
chemicalmanagement.

Kandeh
Yumkella

KandehYumkella
(Sierra Leone) is
electedDirector

General.

Publication of
Guidelines for
Infrastructure
Development
throughBuild-
Operate-Transfer

Projects.

CarlosMagariños
(Argentina) is elected
DirectorGeneral.

1998

Public-private
partnerships

UNIDOandFiat agree to
upgrade car component
suppliers in India. Public-
private partnershipswith

Microsoft,Hewlett
Packard,MetroGroup,
AEON,Samsung and

Volvo follow.

2000
Global

Environment
Facility

2001

UNIDObecomesmajor
implementing agency
under Stockholm
Convention on

PersistentOrganic
Pollutants.

Stockholm
Convention

UNIDObecomes key
player inWTO-led

Aid forTrade initiative.

The Kyoto Protocol
establishes legally
binding obligations

for developed
countries to reduce
their greenhouse
gas emissions.

2005
South-South
Industrial

Cooperation
Centre

Manufacture
of essential
medicines

UNIDOCentre for
South-South
Industrial

Cooperation
established in

China.

Newprogramme to
support the local
production of
essential

medicines in
developing
countries.

Aid forTrade

Kyoto Protocol

2005 2006
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2009

FirstViennaEnergy
Forum (VEF) is held.

Government of the
Philippines hosts
firstGreen Industry

Conference.

2009
Gender
equality
policy

2010 2010

Network for
Resource

Efficient and
Cleaner

Production

UNIDOhelps formGlobal
Network for Resource
Efficient andCleaner
Production (RECPnet).

Change and
organizational

renewal

2011

Organization-wide change programme
streamlines business processes and
implements Enterprise Resource

Planning system.

2011

ISO50001 standard on
energymanagement
developedwith key

support fromUNIDO.

UNIDOand theGlobal
Environment Facility
GEF partner to launch
Global Cleantech

Innovation Programme
for SMEs.

2012
Institute for
Capacity

Development

2013

Ministerial Energy Forum
inGhana pavesway for
GlobalNetwork of
Regional Sustainable
EnergyCentres.

Conference of Parties to
UNFramework

Convention onClimate
Change entrustsUNIDO

andUNEPwith
establishingClimate
TechnologyCentre and

Network.

Vienna
Energy Forum

Green
Industry

Conference

ISO 50001
standard

Cleantech
Innovation
Programme

LIYong (China) is
electedDirector

General.

LIYong

UNIDO Institute for
CapacityDevelopment
established to provide

training on key aspects of
industrial development.

Sustainable
energy
initiative

Climate
Technology
Centre and
Network

Newpolicy on gender
equality andwomen’s

empowerment adopted.
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2013

Minamata
Convention

UNIDO is actively
involved inUNEP-led
intergovernmental
negotiationswhich
result in signing of

MinamataConvention
onMercury.

2013
Second Lima
Declaration
adopts ISID
mandate

Resource
efficiency and

circular
economy

2014

Programme
for Country
Partnership

2015 2015 2015 2016

Financing for
development

Gender equality
strategy

Second LimaDeclaration
sets foundation for new
vision of inclusive and
sustainable industrial
development (ISID).

Partnerships facilitate ISID
efforts of stakeholders and
align investment flows into
national industrialization

programmes.

Seriesof ISIDForums follow.

Third International Conference on
Financing forDevelopment takes
place inAddisAbaba,Ethiopia.

Strategyon gender equality
and the empowerment of

women introduced.

2030Agenda for
SustainableDevelopment

adopted,with 17
SustainableDevelopment

Goals (SDGs). SDG9
reflectsUNIDO’smandate.

UNIDOpresents
Industrialization
inAfrica and

LeastDeveloped
Countries report

toG20.

G20 highlights
role of industry

EU introduces circular
economyaction plan and
G7 founds an alliance for

resource efficiency.

2016
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byLIYong, theDirectorGeneral
of theUnitedNations Industrial
DevelopmentOrganization (UNIDO)

LIYONGhashad anextensive
career as a senior economic and
financial policymaker.AsVice-
Minister of Financeof thePeople’s
Republic of China andmember of
theMonetaryPolicyCommittee of
theCentral Bank for a decade,Li
was involved in setting and
harmonizing fiscal,monetary and
industrial policies, and in
supporting soundeconomic
growth inChina.He accordedgreat
importance to fiscal and financial
measures in favour of agricultural
development andSMEs, the
cornerstones for creating economic
opportunities, reducingpoverty and
promotinggender equality.Hewas
appointedDirectorGeneral of the
UnitedNations Industrial
DevelopmentOrganization
(UNIDO) bya special sessionof the
Organization’sGeneral Conference
on28 June,2013.

UNIDO is turning fifty years old.The
anniversary provides an opportunity to
reflect on the past. It is also an opportunity
to chart a new path for a sustainable future.
Looking back at what UNIDOhas

achieved throughout all these years, I am
amazed by the success of its technical
cooperation activities, its normative
function and its policy advice, and its
contribution to the global discussion of
industrial development.
The history of the Organization started

on 17 November 1966, whenUNIDOwas

established as a special organ of the
United Nations General Assembly to
assist, promote and accelerate the
industrialization of developing
countries, with a particular emphasis on
manufacturing. Aftermoving its
headquarters toVienna in 1979, it
became a specialized agency in 1985.
In the late 1960s and 1970s, when

UNIDO’s profile increasingly sharpened,
many development ideas were in the air:
support for private industry, export-led
growth, South-South cooperation. �

oving forward
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This renewed our efforts in
investment promotion and pushed us to
work on export processing zones. In the
context of the oil crisis, the gap between
developing and developed countries
widened, andUNIDO strongly
committed to reduce inequality.
At the same time,we started to work
on industrial energy efficiency and
renewable energy– priorities which
continue today with just asmuch, if not
more, urgency. Our work became so
crucial that we eventually became a
specialized agency of our own,with our
very first session of the General
Conference taking place in 1985.The
following decade sawmuch change in
how the international community saw
development, and this indeed had an
impact onUNIDO.These were the years
leading to theWashington Consensus
and the laissez-faire approach to
economic growth that temporarily
relegated industrial policy to a second
level of priority. But these were also the
days in which the concept of sustainable
development was conceived for the very
first time. After Chernobyl in 1986, the
environment became one of our serious
priorities, and we began to work with the
Montreal Protocol Secretariat and the
newly established Global Environment
Facility, which continue to be important
partners for us today.

Increasingly relevant
In the newMillennium,UNIDOhas
worked with the rest of the United
Nations family to advance the
MillenniumDevelopment Goals, yet
another development paradigmwith
social development at its core. As

globalization continued,UNIDO
strengthened its work in trade-capacity
building also in the context of the Aid
forTrade Initiative of theWorldTrade
Organization. After the recession,we
saw renewed emphasis on climate
change and industrialization
reaffirmed as crucial in the 2030
Sustainable DevelopmentAgenda,
making UNIDO’s work all themore,
if not increasingly, relevant.
I encourage you to read the details of

our fascinating history in our UNIDO
at 50 website – 50.unido.org, as well as in
other publications the Organization is
issuing for this special occasion. After
all, UNIDO is older thanmany of the
readers of thismagazine!
Our young and informed readers

understand well the forces that brought
about the birth of a special UN entity
dedicated to supporting
industrialization: the benefits that
structural transformation brings to
economic and social welfare have been
recognized for centuries. They will not be
surprised either by the fact that poor
countries were fighting to start their own
process of industrialization when
UNIDOwas born. However, theymay be
disappointed by the fact that today–
fifty years later – we are still talking
about the industrialization of Africa
and Least Developed Countries, and
thatmany emerging economies and
even some high-income countries are
still struggling with poverty, high
unemployment rates and
environmental challenges,
exacerbated by climate change.
As the Director General of UNIDO,

I share their frustration: it is intolerable

�
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that today, well into the third
Millennium, the obstacles to sustainable
development and industrialization are
still so hard to overcome.
Indeed,while we have seen the

amazing rise of certain emerging
economies, we have also witnessed how
many other countries have been left
behind.The recent economic history
has shown the challenges associated
with an increasingly interconnected
world.The global economic recession
that started in 2007 has had its effects all
around the globe, and hit particularly
hard those countries that were not
prepared to absorb external shocks.
Inequality within and across nations is
intolerably persisting.

Solutions to challenges
We, at UNIDO, know that the solution to
many of these challenges lies in
inclusive and sustainable industrial
development (ISID) strategies that create
andmaintain decent jobs for all, provide
resilience to shocks, promote food
security, create value while not harming
the environment and, ultimately,may
prevent conflicts and reducemassive
and desperatemigration flows.
In these fifty years,UNIDOdid its

share to support itsMember States in
their industrialization efforts. Examples
stretch from agribusiness development
to providing industrial policy advice and
gathering industrial statistics. UNIDO
supported the birth of export processing
zones, introduced for the first time
resource efficiency and cleaner
production practices and technologies in
several countries, and built the capacity
of developing nations to facilitate the

access of locally produced products to
internationalmarkets. It was among the
first players to implement international
environmental agreements.Thanks to its
innovative approach, theOrganization
has often been at the forefront of the
UnitedNations system in some of its
crucial battles. UNIDO’s support to
women and youth employment, to small
andmedium-sized enterprises and to the
private sector, and its backing for the
Sustainable Energy forAll initiative are
only a few examples of how important
UNIDOhas been through the years.
So, today, it is indeed time for us to

celebrate our past achievements. But
thismoment is also critical for us to
trace our path for the future. Because
beyond all the success we have had,what
matters today is howwe are readying
ourselves to address the challenges of
the present and future.
This bringsme to the issue that strikes

memost when I look into these fifty years
of history: UNIDO’s great ability to adapt
to changing circumstances and to
relaunch its action in spite of every
challenge it has had to face. It has done so
in the past and is doing it today.

The path of innovation
In Lima, in 2013, in the face of shrinking
core resources and increased
competition for official development
assistance funds, ourMember States
reaffirmed the central role of UNIDO in
supporting efforts towards sustainable
development.While recognizing that
today,more than ever, we aremoving in a
world of constrained resources,UNIDO
relaunched itself. In Lima,UNIDO once
again chose the path of innovation. �
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A comprehensive and innovative
partnership approach began that day,
with a view tomaximizing the impact of
the Organization’s efforts and their
alignment with national industrial policy
priorities and global sustainable
development goals. As a first step to
realizing this approach,UNIDO
developed a new type of assistance
package for itsMember States: the
Programme for Country Partnership, a
custom-built formula for each
beneficiary country, aligned with the
Governments’ industrial development
priorities and the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). The first
such programmes were launched in
Ethiopia and Senegal, and today a
Programme for Country Partnership is
successfully developing in Peru. Other
Member States are eager to have the
same approach implemented in their
country.
On the other hand,UNIDOhas

increasinglymainstreamed the three
dimensions of sustainable development
– the three dimensions of ISID– in its
thematic programme priorities. This
approach is well-represented in new
programmes on eco-industrial parks, in
which the environmental protection
dimension and the prioritizing of job
creation,with a special focus on women
and youth, are integrated into a
traditional industrial park approach.
Paying particular attention to the
applications of new technologies and
connectivity opportunities is also at the
centre of UNIDO’s new programme
development.
Thanks to these and other initiatives,

well supported by the tireless

commitment of our staff, today we are
proud to say that UNIDO is on track to
meet the expectations of itsMember
States and partners to drive development
cooperation efforts to advance inclusive
and sustainable industrialization. Our
recipe is ISID: to create jobs and shared
prosperity, advance economic
competitiveness and safeguard the
environment.
Today, we are fully committed to the

job we started five decades ago: to put an
end to poverty. And today, as never
before,UNIDOhas taken centre stage in
the battle for sustainable development.

The relevance of ISID
With the adoption of the 2030Agenda for
Sustainable Development in NewYork,
the global community committed to a set
of ambitious, integrated and indivisible
SDGs, among which SDG-9 explicitly
reinstates at the highest level the
centrality of inclusive and sustainable
industrialization.The relevance of ISID
can be found in several other SDGs, and
its advancement has significant
ramifications for virtually all the SDGs.
It is also recognized by theAddis Ababa
ActionAgenda onmeans of
implementation as one of themain
cross-cutting actions tomobilize
financial resources, transfer technology
and build capacity at the national and
regional level.
The centrality of UNIDO in tracking

progress on the implementation of the
2030Agenda has also been confirmed.
The UN Secretariat to theHigh Level
Political Forum regularly invites
UNIDO’s Industrial Development Board
to be the intergovernmental body in

�
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charge of the official global thematic
review of industry-relatedmatters with
regard to the implementation of the
SDGs.
Recently, the United Nations General

Assembly adopted a resolution calling
for aThird Industrial Development
Decade for Africa, and specifically called
uponUNIDO“to develop, operationalize
and lead the implementation”of the
programme for theThird Decade.
TheOrganization is already working
hard with partners and countries to
identify opportunities and appropriate
financial frameworks tomeet the
expectations of African countries and
support them in their industrialization
efforts in a socially inclusive and
sustainablemanner.
The relevance of UNIDO goes even

beyondUnited Nations processes. In
July, 2016, the G20 launched a new
initiative on supporting
Industrialization inAfrica and Least
Developed Countries, based on a
comprehensive report prepared by
UNIDO, in which key action areas are
identified and clear links established
with the G20Action Plan on the
implementation of the 2030Agenda. At
the same time,UNIDO is being asked by
the G20 to work with other international
organizations on other issues, including
on a report to assess the impact of
innovation and the new industrial
revolution on the global economy, and
particularly on developing countries.
As it turns 50 years old,UNIDOhas

firmly established itself as the reference
organization in the United Nations
System to plan, discuss, implement and
monitor progress of inclusive and

sustainable industrializationmatters
over the next few decades.There is no
doubt that todayUNIDO is at the centre
of international efforts to promote and
accelerate inclusive and sustainable
industrial development at the global,
regional and national level.

Intensifying efforts
That is why, when I am asked what this
anniversarymeans for UNIDO, I simply
reply, “hard work”. From various
quarters, the world is giving UNIDO the
mandate to continue and intensify its
efforts to advance the ISID agenda,
through its range of analytical,
normative, convening and technical
cooperation services, as well as
industrial policy advice.
Today,UNIDO is in full gear and

stands ready to tirelessly assist countries
around the world in eradicating poverty
and advancing inclusive and sustainable
industrial development. Development
cooperation history shows that we
cannot do this in isolation.We need
our partners to realize a transformative
change on the ground, and to drive
sustainable development through an
inclusive and environmentally
sustainable industrialization process
in ourMember States.
We thus look forward to working

with traditional and new partners,
with Governments and other United
Nations entities, with development
finance institutions, the private sector
and academia, to tap into the full
spectrum of resources and expertise
necessary to leverage the potential
benefits of ISID for all people.
Together for a sustainable future.
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At the juncture of three keymoments– the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (4.0), the newUNSustainable
DevelopmentGoals, andUNIDO’s 50th anniversary–
my companywas commissioned byUNIDO tomake a
documentary. Our brief was to examine the extraordinary
development of manufacturing, past, present– and
future with keyminds and thought leaders across
the continents.
Technology is changing us all: howwe communicate,

howwe create newobjects, and even howwe film–
utilizing digital technologies, sharing via the internet
on ever newer platforms, for instance. And being film-
makers of course,we also wanted to create a story that
had the necessary drama andwas visually stunning, as
befits such a subject.However, there were three severe
challenges beyond the norm. Important thinkers tend to
be busy.Theywere spread across continents, involving an
inordinate amount of travel. And our deadline was to
complete within a threemonth schedule.Many films,
especially documentaries or features that we have been
involvedwith, can take years. So the timewas the severest
issue. But film-making– like all industries – either fails or
thrives on creative problem solving, or opportunity.

So,we arrived at what we are calling our ‘Film-making 4.0’
approach.
Our experience as a company– andmyown experience

– is to have worked across the world both in documentary
and fiction. For film-making 4.0, this gave us a leg up.
Firstly,we could assemble a key teamof highly
experienced creative producers with international
broadcast experience in research, production, and post
production. But, just like our thinkers were spread out,
we were intentionally stationed across a variety of
countries, andworking utilizing the Internet to stay in
contact and brainstorm.
Guided conceptually and content-wise byUNIDO’s

LudovicoAlcorta,we searched for themost exciting
speakers worldwide.To paraphraseThomas Edison,
with 1% inspiration and 99%perspiration or persistence,
we sourced and tracked down such people asHa-Joon
Chang,KamauGachigi, Leslie Chang, Idelfonso
Guajardo, andMarkus Lorenz from theUK,Kenya,
theUSA,Mexico andGermany, respectively.These are
people at the forefront of the latest ideas not only on
manufacturing but on understanding our present
and our futures.

MILES ROSTON is a film-
maker, and director of
Ethan Films, a company
based in the Netherlands
and Catalonia specializing
in films on social issues,
via documentary, fiction
and public service
announcements. He has
won the Cine Gold Eagle,
as well as receiving an
Emmy nomination.

�
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In the late nineteenth
century, the textile
industry in Catalonia
grew to the extent that
the region became the
largest textile producer in
the Mediterranean. Since
the 1980s, the sector has
experienced a dramatic
decline. The Jover Serra
and Co. textile factory in
Canet de Mar, a small
coastal town on the
northern edge of the
province of Barcelona,
was founded in 1894.
Like many textile
companies in the
region, it recently
went out of business.

Eurecat, the Technology
Centre of Catalonia,
serves the industrial and
business sectors with
applied research and
development (R&D),
technology services,
technology consulting,
and the promotion and
dissemination of
technological innovation.
One aspect of its R&D is
new textile structures
and functional garments
that afford more efficient
solutions in terms of cost
and functional and
structural properties.
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For example,KamauGachigi, head of Kenya’s Gearbox,
which supports innovative, hardware-based solutions to
local problems, says,“The Fourth Industrial Revolution is
looking at the fact that there’s a lot of automation and a lot
of interconnectivity. But I don’t think that the threat of
being left behind is bigger than the opportunity that is
being introduced right now.”
TheBostonConsultingGroup’sMarkus Lorenz speaks

about how automation to date has beenmainly our hands,
but with intelligent automation nowwe have a chance to
make those elements similar to our body.
And in Catalonia– where a once innovative and

thriving textile industry failed–the people at Eurecat,
theTechnologyCentre for Catalonia discuss not only
textilesmade of paper that can imitate plastics but
intelligent textiles that canmonitor and regulate our body
temperatures and heart rates.
We also speak to young people all over the world

about their fears – will this automation reduce jobs or
increase jobs– and their futures, not only in theNorth
but in the South?
Butwith our time and budgetary constraints, it would

have been impossible for us to do the normal thing of
travelling the world to do each interview, as well as to
gather the necessary footage, begin the editing process
and ensure compliance with standards and objectivity.
But shipping all the interviews would also have had its
drawbacks.
This was where experience and Industry 4.0, utilizing

the Internet came in.
Thoughwe did some key filming ourselves, as per a

traditional approach,we sourcedmaterial and coordinated
shoots internationally.This was where experience came in,
contactsmade fromprevious experience, as well as trust,
and the ability to communicate our way of filming.As a
company– and forme as a film-maker– we live and stand
by our quality and cinematic approach, especially in a time
where there is somuch content available to audiences.
The next challengewas to get the footage in time to keep

editing andmeeting deadlines.This entailed transferring

footage, via the Internet, fromAsia,Africa and South
America.This is where the power of computing really aided
us.Video files, especially quality files with less compression,
are heavy.This is where the power of night helped.During
our sleep, our computers keptworking to ensure delivery
of the content, including film archive sourced everywhere,
from theUnitedNations, to companies such as one of the
participants, Intel, to the local councils of Catalonia.
This way,we could stay focused on the content and style.
And that is where Film-making 4.0matches traditional

storytelling. At the end of the day,whatmatters is
structure, content, tension and a keen eye formaking
things clear to an audience. Film is, as we all know, a time-
basedmedium.This is a documentary focusing, especially
for the future, on new concepts, especially how the new
industrial revolutionwillmake lives better for all, across
continents thatmay not have benefitted from
manufacturing asmuch as others – for example,Africa
or SouthAmerica.This entailed discussing concepts
such as Fab Labs or the Internet of Things. Clarity also
demands time– time to produce and think.
But Film-making 4.0 helped in thismode as well.

Because we accelerated the process and reach of film-
making–without the undue pressures of travel time–
it allowed us to stay focused on the edit tomake sure it
was accessible to a broad audience, yet of sufficient
excitement and interest to those with knowledge
within theUN,governments andmanufacturers as well.
To paraphrase the sub-theme of the documentary, our
intent was“to leave no one behind.”
In the end,we hope of course we’ve come upwith a film

that is “brilliant”– or at least watchable, entertaining and
informative. In the future,we will continue too to do
“bricks andmortar” film-making, that is, traditional, on
location documentaries and fiction, but the possibility to
make a film in a newway is also a thrill. And as
technologies and our thinking expands, perhaps like the
SustainableDevelopmentGoals and Industry 4.0,we can
find ever newmethods of storytelling that can reach and
inspire an ever wider andmore diverse audience.

“...I don’t think that
the threatof being left
behind is bigger than the
opportunity that is being
introduced rightnow.” KamauGachigi, head ooff KKeennyaa’s GGearbox

�



a positive contribution to this ecosystem,
offering new opportunities for job creation
and entrepreneurial development.
HP’s efforts inTunisia, in collaboration

with the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) , the
United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO) and the Government
of Italy, is a good example of a PPP approach
which has demonstrated solid results. In
2013, we came together and launched the
Mashrou3i programme,which aimed to
foster employment opportunities for young
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Youth unemployment figures inTunisia
make for stark reading. According to an
OECD report, nearly 40% of young people
are out of work, with graduates and women
disproportionately affected. Not only is this
a tragic waste of talent and ambition, it also
poses a serious challenge to the future
prosperity and stability of the country. In an
effort to tackle this issue, theTunisian
government has been working hard to
create sustainable employment
opportunities, with entrepreneurship being
placed centre stage.

Research shows that entrepreneurs are key
contributors to a healthy economy–
creating jobs, wealth and social well-being
in ways governments cannot. But nomatter
how innovative theymay be, entrepreneurs
can only succeed within an ecosystem that
inspires and supports risk taking, provides a
regulatory framework that encourages job
creation, and offers access to quality
learning opportunities. A public-private
partnerships (PPP) approach, which brings
together businesses, governments and non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), can be

NateHurstonhowamultinational information technologycompany is contributing to
job creation andentrepreneurshipdevelopment for youngpeople inTunisia.

HPLIFE
creates

hope andopportunity
inTunisia
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people inTunisia, and particularly in four
disadvantaged governorates, namely
Kairouan, Kasserine, Le Kef and Sidi Bouzid.
Implemented on the ground byUNIDO, the
project provided entrepreneurship education
and capacity-building activities to support
young people in order to equip themwith
skills needed when looking for a job or
creating a new business/expanding an
existing one.
As part of the project,HP donated practical

IT equipment (notebooks, printers,
projectors, etc.) to business support
institutions in the four regions, enabling
trainers to help their clients study and learn
new knowledge and skills in amodern way.
ButHP’s participation in theMashrou3i
programme goes beyond simple hardware
donations supporting our vision of making
life better for everyone, everywhere, by
providing access to solutions that enable
people to create their own opportunities and
do amazing things. In addition to
technology,HP LIFE, a programme of the
HP Foundation, was rolled out to support
entrepreneurial skills development. This
free online programme enables learners to
acquire the basic business, IT and
entrepreneurship skills they need to turn
their ideas into reality.
TheHP LIFE programme consists of 25

short courses that provide learners with a
fully rounded skillset, covering the core
business areas of communications,
operations,marketing and finance, as well as
topics such as effective leadership, energy
efficiency and social entrepreneurship.
Available in seven languages – Arabic,
Chinese, English, French,Hindi, Portuguese
and Spanish, the programme is easily
accessible to the target audience. Since its
launch inmid-2012,HP LIFE has reached
over 620,000 students inmore than 200
countries and territories.
HP LIFE’s model is flexible in that it can

also be integrated easily into classroom
settings, where it is used to enrich curricula
and deepen the student learning experience.
As well as working with USAID and UNIDO
inTunisia, we collaborate with other
organizations to bring the programme to
communities around the world.
As an essential component of the

Mashrou3i programme,HP LIFE has seen
impressive results:
l 16HP LIFE trainers have integratedHP
LIFE into their workshops.
l 55 university educators are using it to
enrich their entrepreneurship curricula.

l Over 12,000 students and entrepreneurs
have accessed the programme.
l 1,400 have participated in face-to-face HP
LIFE training sessions to progress their
business projects.
An independent evaluation in early 2016

showed that theMashrou3i programme has
helped create a total of more than 1,000 jobs
and supported over 140 start-up businesses.
The stories behind these figures make

inspiring reading. Take Anis and Najet for
example.
After earning an engineering degree,Anis was

finding it hard to find employment.Thenhe
spotted a gap in themarket and established his
business,Assali Electricité et Energie, selling
and installing solar panels in LeKef. At first,
Anis found it difficult to convince potential
clients about the value of solar panels. “I
thought I would have a competitive advantage
since therewas no one else in the solar panel
market, but it actually proved to be a challenge,”
he says. Undeterred,he took theHPLIFE
marketing and finance courses,which enabled
him to develop a clearmessaging system and
calculate the break-even point for his business.
Today,his start-up is thriving.Anis has hired
two employees, and his company’s revenue has
increased by 10%.He also has plans to expand
his services to include solar water heating
systems. “HPLIFEhas helpedme in virtually
every aspect of mybusiness,”he says.
In addition to courses,HP LIFE’s range of

supporting features includes an active online
community, which gives users the
opportunity to network, share experiences
andmake new business contacts. This feature
was particularly important for Najet, who
runs a call centre in Le Kef and employs 11
people. She said that the programme has
given her the confidence and knowledge to
explore new partnerships and access new
markets in Europe – something she
struggled to do before.
Given the impact theMashrou3i

programme has had on people, partners are
actively engaged in discussions to extend the
programme for an additional five years and
expand its operation to 10more governorates
inTunisia, as well as other countries,
including Nigeria.
HP and theHP Foundation are proud to

know that our technology and solutions will
continue to spark the entrepreneurial spirit
in young people inTunisia, and in other
developing countries, enabling them to learn
the skills they need to raise themselves up
and build a better future.
l More details: www.life-global.org

Anis:“HPLIFE’smarketing
moduleopenedmyeyes to the

need toclearlydefinemy‘unique
valueproposition’to clients. Ihad

tomake sure theyclearly
understood themanybusiness
benefits andcost-savingsof
investing in solarpanels.”

Najet:“Ihope todevelopnew
partnerships andaccessnew

markets through theHPLIFE
e-Learningglobal online

community.”

NATEHURST isHP (Hewlett-Packard)
chief Sustainability and Social ImpactOfficer.
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In order to explain why I am so dedicated to
Africa’s development, I would like to share
mypersonal story of setting up a shoe factory
in Ethiopia. Before you ask why I chose this
country, I will tell you that I did not choose
Ethiopia. Rather, Ethiopia choseme.
It all began inMarch 2011 when the late

PrimeMinister of Ethiopia,Meles Zenawi,
met with former Chief Economist of the
World Bank, JustinYifu Lin, to ask for advice
on poverty reduction and economic
transformation.
Justin first of all stressed the importance

of job creation. He recalled the secret
behind China’s economic transformation
in the 1980s, which consisted of seizing
the window of opportunity during
manufacturing relocation. Doing so
createdmillions of jobs in China and lifted
800million people out of poverty.
Justin also stressed the importance of

quickly creating successful examples to
bring inspiration, leadership and
confidence to both Ethiopia and the rest of
the African continent. The PrimeMinister
followed his advice, went to China six
months later and invited a group of
investors. I was one of them.

HelenHaionwhyshebelieves
Africa canbe theworld’s
manufacturingpowerhouse

Above:HelenHai,
picturedwithMeles
Zenawi,whowas the
PrimeMinister of
Ethiopia from1995 to
his death in 2012.

CAN AFRICA
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My experience has shown that investing in
Africa makes sense from a business
perspective. Threemonths after the start of
investment,my shoe factory had started
production and was already able to export.
In the following six months, I doubled the
export revenue of Ethiopia’s shoe sector and,
after two years, we had recruited 4,000 local
workers.
Given the success of our shoe factory,

the Ethiopian government asked formy
support to promote investment in the first
government-owned industrial zone. Since
actions speak louder than words, I worked
with the government and together we
invited potential investors to visit the
factory and see the production process for
themselves. It then took less than three
months to lease all of the 22 factory units to
international manufacturers from
countries such as India,Turkey, Bangladesh
and China.
The effects of this success can already be

seen in other African countries. The
President of Senegal wanted to learn from it
and, last year, the first industrial zone began
to be built. Phase one will be complete this
year, and I’m confident thousands of jobs
will be created in Senegal.
In Rwanda, the first garment factory

producing for export was established last
year, transforming it from a small land-
locked country to a land-linked country.
Likewise, the governments of countries
such as Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire, Nigeria and
Djibouti have industrialization at the top of
their governments’ development agendas.
Meanwhile, developments in China due to

its economic policies over the past 35 years,

such as a rise in GDP per capita, indicate
that the country is moving from a labour-
intensive economy to amore capital-
intensive economy. Accordingly, the 85
million labour-intensive manufacturing
jobs will have to be relocated out of China in
the coming years.
Production relocation to Southeast Asia

may seem like the obvious choice and I
agree, yet I would also argue that the region
does not have the population to absorb all
these jobs. Likewise, the recent increase in
wages due to increasedmanufacturing in
Viet Nam illustrates the opportunity for
Africa to use this window of relocation to its
advantage.
When people askme why I go through

all the effort to invest and promote
manufacturing in Africa, I mention how
different the experience of Africa is on the
ground than to what we see in themedia.
While I am aware that there are problems
in Africa,my experiences show hope for
the future.
In Ethiopia, I work closely with the

Minister of Industry.Whenever I have a
problem, hemakes sure tomeetme very
early in themorning, even when he has a
busy schedule. Speaking as an investor, if a
governmentminister is willing to come to
the office earlier than the cleaner, I think
this demonstrates ambition and desire to
change. I feel that Africa can become the

manufacturing floor for the world and can
improve the livelihoods of young people by
doing so.
When I visited Ethiopia for the first time,

I went on a field trip with theMinister to a
rural area and came across children
suffering from hunger. I wrote a cheque for
US$100,000 on behalf of the company and
gave it to the PrimeMinister to use it to buy
food for them. He returned the cheque and
said: “Helen, I don’t want fish from you, I
want you to teach us how to catch the fish.
Please use this money to buymachinery, to
come tomy country, to teach our people
how to domanufacturing”.
During this same visit, I went to the bar at

the SheratonHotel and I could not help but
imagine that outside the hotel’s big gate
there were young people thinking how the
inside of the hotel is a world completely
different to theirs. This remindedme of my
own experience in a hotel in China 30 years
earlier. It wasmy seventh birthday andmy
dad tookme to the capital city for the first
time, toThe BeijingHotel. After hearing it
would cost US$100 to spend the night,my
dad said it was far too expensive and we left.
I remember looking back inside as we left
the lobby. I could not see any locals and
thought tomyself that the world inside that
hotel does not belong tome.
My life has since changed dramatically

due to China’s development, due to China
seizing the window of opportunity which
initiated its economic transformation. If
African countries seize the opportunity to
attract investment, like China did, the lives
of the youth can change dramatically too.
Poverty is not a destiny!

HELENHAI is CEOof theMade inAfrica
Initiative and advises the governments of
Ethiopia, Rwanda and Senegal on investment
promotion and industrialization. As vice-
president in charge of overseas investment
forHuajian, one of the largest shoe
exporters in China, she set up theHuajian
shoe factory in Ethiopia’s Eastern Industrial
Park in 2012.Her company,C&HGarments
has set up an apparelmanufacturing unit in
Rwanda andwill soon start operations in
Senegal. She is a Goodwill Ambassador for
theUnitedNations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO).

INDUSTRIALIZE?
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AvisionfortheViennaInternationalCentre

�

“The next station is Kaisermühlen/
Vienna International Centre…”You get
off underground line U1, walk down the
staircase and find yourself standing
underneath the railway bridge. You look
across to the right. People are having
picnics on the green lawn. It’s a nice
sunny day. You look left, and there a
massive glass entrance hall emblazoned
with a huge UN logo tells you clearly
where you are. You look up. The facades
of the some 100-metre-high buildings are
draped with layers of lush vegetation, and
the leaves of trees on the roof gardens are
fluttering in the breeze.

You enter the glass door, come to the
plaza, and see the water sprouting from
the fountain in a round pool. When you
look closer, you find there is more.
A performance stage lies in the middle
of the pool, slightly below the
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One viewof thedesign idea,
“GreenLights”,byTheresa
Knosp andTriasHumer,
winner of theVienna
International Centre (VIC)
InternationalArchitectural
Competition in July 2016.
The competition invited
proposals to improve the
currentoffice and conference
spaces, to explore
improvements to the internal
andexternal public spaces
and to reflect the values,
relevance andobjectives of
theUnitedNations.
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water’s surface. It will be raised to host this evening’s
performance by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.
Around the pool, employees sit on comfortable benches
or on the grass, having a team meeting or working
individually on a laptop. A pleasant place to work, you
think to yourself.

For a moment you forget where you are, until you enter
the rotunda, and see words engraved on the walls of the
balcony:Weare people of the UnitedNations, determined to
save succeeding generations from the scourge of war; to affirm
faith in fundamental human rights; to promote social progress
and better standards of life…

Yes, this is the United Nations Headquarters in Vienna,
and welcome to the Vienna International Centre (VIC) –
in the future!

This is part of the “think big”plan the Chief of the VIC’s
Building Management Services (BMS) Division, Diego
Masera, has for this complex.

“You got to have a vision first, and then you translate the
vision into reality, step by step. The VIC is a remarkable
landmark for Vienna, a city famous for its excellent urban
planning and focus on sustainability. The compound is like
our home, and we receive over 500,000 visitors every year.
Therefore our responsibility is not just to maintain and
ensure the safe and reliable operation of the complex. We
also need to keep the architecture and operating systems
up-to-date, and develop the VIC into a modern, sustainable
and inclusive building with multifarious functions,”says
Masera in a recent interview withMaking Itmagazine.

When theVIC was built in the 1970s, the design and
construction technologies were at the forefront of the field.
With the passing of the decades however, some of its
functionality has become obsolete.Therefore, in Masera’s
opinion, theVIC should be constantly refurbished and
upgraded, and its full potential is yet to be explored.The plan
is to transform it into a not only friendly, relaxing workplace,
but also an attractive arena for political and cultural events.

“The VIC should serve as an architecture model that
corresponds to the need and the trend of the present, while
keeping the UN’s cores values and visions alive. It should
be a place that demonstrates modern, inclusive facilities
and equipment, and integrates with the young generation.
It should also be as a modern workplace that allows its
staff to achieve a great work-life balance,”said Masera.

To this end, several measures have been implemented,
and others are under way. One achievement particularly
worth highlighting is that this year, the VIC achieved
climate neutrality after implementing comprehensive
“greening”measures over the years. These measures
included energy-efficiency upgrades, the replacement of
facade windows glazing, the installation of energy-efficient
lighting, lighting sensors and new elevator motors,
improvements in the air conditioning systems and
switching to 100% renewable electricity.

Just in the last three years, the VIC has reduced its carbon
emissions by 56%. This reduction of 5,300 tons of CO2
annually is equivalent to taking 1,100 passenger cars off the
streets. Today, the VIC demonstrates an energy performance
of 177kWh/m² per year, which is lower than the average

� The existingVienna
International Centre
building under
construction in
the 1970s.
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energy intensity of non-residential buildings in Austria.
Other changes are imminent. For example, to improve

the functionality, new escalators will connect the parking
to the ground floor area, efficient and smart elevator
cabins will be installed in each building, with the new
prototype to be unveiled in early 2017. The complex is
committed to become barrier-free for people with
disabilities, and modern automatic sliding doors
connecting the rotunda and the plaza will be installed.
Furthermore, BMS is evaluating the possibility of
developing a “VIC app”to assist visitors and conference
participants to locate meeting rooms, medical services and
security through their mobile phones.

“All of this is possible because of the excellent spirit of
cooperation, understanding and positive attitude of all the
organizations represented in the management committees
of the VIC,”said Masera.

And other measures are being taken to transform the VIC
into a “green building”. As an initiative to engage staff in
cutting carbon emissions and encourage “green”
transportation, eight electric vehicle-charging stations will
be installed in the complex. BMS is also supporting the
conference teams on implementing a “green conferencing”
initiative. Interventions will include ending the use of
plastic water bottles, using washable/re-usable containers,
disseminating conference documentation using electronic
means, using recycled paper, using energy-saving
electronic equipment, separating and recycling waste, and
so on. With the financial support of the Swiss government,
a big screen demonstrating the energy performance of the
building and presenting green tips for staff will soon be
installed in the rotunda.

As such, new stamina is being instilled into this complex,
which was constructed nearly 40 years ago. In 1967, the
Austrian government and the city of Vienna designated an
area on the left bank of the Danube as the site of the centre
to be used by the UN organizations. An international
competition for the design of the buildings was organized
in 1968. In the end, the design of the Austrian architect,
Johann Staber, which shows six Y-shaped office towers
surrounding a cylindrical conference building, was
selected among the 283 designs received worldwide.
Construction began in 1972 and finished in 1979. The cost
of construction was approximately €640 million and was
shared by the Austrian government and the city of Vienna.

On 23 August 1979, the VIC was inaugurated. The
Austrian Government handed over the complex to the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the United
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), on
behalf of the UN, for a symbolic rental sum of one Austrian
schilling (equivalent to 0.07 euro today) a year for 99 years.

“The VIC was built during the Cold War. It represents
the values of the United Nations, peace, equality of men
and women and of nations large and small, fundamental
human rights, sustainability, tolerance, respect and
freedom, which are as valid today as they were then.
Our vision is that the VIC should continue to reflect and
communicate these values to the new generations.”
l Interview by ZHONGXingfei



brings together companies with similar
interests to discuss cooperation possibilities.
The daily forum covers topics ranging from
bionics and e-mobility to resource efficiency
and standards.

Young Tech Enterprises inHall 3 is a showcase
for industrial startups and entrepreneurs as
well as the networks, accelerators and
economic development agencies that
support them.These innovators have
developed numerous technologies that are
beneficial to developing nations, such as
solar-poweredwater purifiers or low-cost
collaborative robots.
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In 2016, President BarackObama called it,
“Theworld’s leading show for industrial
technology.”Heads of state fromChina,
India, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Russia,
andTurkey have described it similarly.
GermanChancellorAngelaMerkel calls it
simply,“The biggest industrial showof all.”
All are referring toHannoverMesse, the
world’s leading trade fair for industrial
technology.
In 2017,HannoverMesse will run from

24 to 28April at theHannover Exhibition
Centre inHannover,Germany.We expect
roughly 6,500 exhibiting companies from
70 countries andmore than 200,000 visitors
from 80 countries.The exhibits cover 400,000
squaremetres – imagine 320Olympic-size
swimming pools next to each other.
Once again,we look forward to welcoming

UNIDO as a partner organization. Since
2014,we have joinedUNIDO in its efforts to
accelerate sustainable industrial
development in emerging economies.
Two key goals are promoting international
technology exchange and foreign direct
investment. HannoverMesse is the perfect
venue to do this because it covers the
complete industrial value chain from
research and development (R&D) to
completemanufacturing solutions.
Indeed, as the birthplace and catalyst of

Industrie 4.0 – theGerman government-
sponsored vision for advanced
manufacturing–HannoverMesse is amecca
for business and political leaders from all
over the world whowant to understand how
digitalization is transforming the production
and energy industries.
Why is Industrie 4.0 so important? Because

it streamlinesmanufacturing, creates new
businessmodels, and improves employee
productivity and satisfaction. For example,
technologies such as cobots, digital twin and
predictivemaintenance are already changing
howwe approach human-machine

interaction, product development and
systemmonitoring.
In the energy industry, Industrie 4.0 unites

power generation, storage andmanagement
and also enables industrial energy users to
improve efficiency and reduce operating
costs in their facilities. HannoverMesse is
the only event in the world that covers all
aspects of integrated energy, as well as
conventional energy generation,
transmission, distribution, and storage.
Environmental protection is a core part of

UNIDO’smission. Industrie 4.0 facilitates
cleanermanufacturing and improves
resource efficiency.Today, even companies
with limited resources can benefit from
digitalization, andmany countries nowhave
initiatives that are similar to Industrie 4.0.
Especially for developing nations,Hannover
Messe provides a unique opportunity to
compare such programmes on a global scale.
Entrepreneurship, knowledge sharing and

technology transfer are the building blocks of
economic competitiveness, so promoting
innovation and startup companies is a
priority atHannoverMesse.

Research & Technology inHall 2, Europe’s
foremost showcase for R&D and technology
transfer, is where research universities,
institutions, and state-backed organizations
present their projects –many of which have
to dowith environmental protection,
automation,mobility, and sustainable
materials – to potential commercial partners.
Hall 2 is also home to“tech transfer –

Gateway2Innovation”, an initiative that

JochenKöckleron
thepartnership
betweenUNIDO
andHannover
Messe

Cooperating for
industrial deveelopment

JOCHENKÖCKLER is a
member of theManaging
Board of DeutscheMesseAG,
the trade fair company that
develops, plans and runs
around 100 trade fairs and
exhibitions inGermany and
abroad every year.
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HannoverMesse featuresmore than 1,000
conferences and forums that address topics
ranging from Industrie 4.0, the Industrial
Internet and digital transformation to
cybersecurity, smart grids and decentralized
energy supply.These events provide
participants with a comprehensive overview
of trends and solutions and offer plenty of
chances to network with industry peers.
Our partnership withUNIDOhas helped

us further develop our activities in the area of
corporate responsibility. Education is
essential to lifting people out of hardship, so
we are currently looking at howwemight

UNIDO’s pavilion is also located inHall 3
atGlobal Business & Markets, which is Europe’s
leading venue for international trade and
foreign investment. UNIDObrings to
HannoverMesse a contingent of emerging
nations that present development projects
and opportunities to international investors.
UNIDOguests also participate in daily
conferences and forums that focus on
exporting and foreign investment.Together
with Partner Country Poland andYoungTech
Enterprises,Global Business & Marketsmakes
Hall 3 the first stop for investors from all
over the world.

adapt programmes such asTec2You, Job &
Career orWoMenPower– which encourage
students to pursue careers in engineering or
offer current professionals career advice and
guidance– for emergingmarkets.
Furthermore,UNIDO’s worldwide network

of technology assistance programmes is an
ideal fit with our global portfolio of
HannoverMesse events.Together we can
more effectively support the technology
transfer that is so essential to economic
growth and ensuring fair competition for
everybody. Such inclusiveness is central to
UNIDO’s goal of eradicating poverty.
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MarthaSchultz argues thatprofessional education is one
of the true tools of socio-economic transformation
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Many developing countries, especially in
Africa, have a young and growing
population. To take advantage of this
potential and transform it into growth, two
ingredients are needed: skilled labour and
jobs. Entrepreneurial activity is the heart of
both and is the engine for sustainable
private sector development.
Companies are facing a highly

competitive environment – they are
expected to deliver high quality at low
prices, comply with the highest safeguards
and respond flexibly to their customers’
needs, while continuously innovating and
improving. A vocational education and
training (VET) system can contribute a lot to
the success of companies, but also to society
in a broader sense.
Apprenticeship training is characterized

by its learning by doing approach,
combining training on the job within the
company and education in a vocational
school. The apprentice is simultaneously in
a training relationship with his/her
company and a pupil of an occupation-
specific vocational school. It is this demand-
orientedmix of training and education
which is the foundation for skilled and
committed experts.
Qualified employees are the heart of a

company; they act as brand ambassadors,
contribute to the good reputation of a
company and are crucial for business
success. In countries with amodernVET
system, young people are aware of the
benefits of apprenticeship training. In
Austria, for example, 40% of every age-group
opts for dual training and become skilled
professionals at the highest level.
Investment in a high-quality education is
not only key for a good product and service
quality but also a social responsibility.
AmodernVET system is therefore a kind

of public good. It is a systemwhich cannot be
created by a single company or institution.
It can only be successful through the
common efforts of all the players involved.
Continuous improvement is not only needed
at the level of the individual company, but
also at the systemic level. To facilitate this
continuous improvement, international
organizations like the International Labour
Organization (ILO),UNIDO orOECD;
government institutions, likeministries of
education or trade; and business support
organizations, like chambers of commerce,
can all play their part.
The apprenticeship system and the dual

educational system also help to address
burning issues like youth unemployment
and themismatch on the labourmarket.
Empirical findings from Europe show a
clear connection between vocational
training and youth employment. Countries,
with a big share of youth in vocational
training programmes – where training time
within the company is at least 25%– are
significantly less affected by youth
unemployment, than those which focus
primarily on “school-only”or tertiary
education. These data also show that in
those countries where the collaboration
between schools and companies is the
closest, you will find the lowest rates of
youth unemployment, such as Germany
andAustria.
The success of the apprenticeship system

is also reflected in professional competitions
which give visibility and importance to
professional education as one of the true
tools of socio-economic transformation.
Worldskills is one such competition. It is
also a global hub for skills excellence and
development, working closely with ILO,
OECD,UNESCO andUNIDO.The steadily
increasingmembership from entities in
developing countries illustrates that this
is not only relevant for industrialized

countries. Skills and entrepreneurial
attitudes are characteristic traits of people
working in successful companies and
thereforemany countries develop
supplementarymeasures to foster
entrepreneurship. Best practice initiatives
such as the Entrepreneur’s Skills Certificate,
initiated by theAustrian Federal Economic
Chamber, offer a supplementary
qualification from grade eight in school.
The European Commission and
Eurochambres have recognized the
Entrepreneur’s Skills Certificate’s reliable
standard, online examinations and
Europe-wide acceptance, as a best-practice
for entrepreneurship education. Such
initiatives contribute to raising the profile
and recognition of skilled people, as well
as showing how important skills are in
achieving economic growth and personal
success.
Some countries have aVET systems

and supplementarymeasures as outlined
above and collaborate with others other
countries which also see this as a useful
model. A closer cooperation with the
private sector can help futureVET systems
to become flexible,modular and connected
to the tertiary system.Three pillars are
needed for a well-functioningVET system:
good institutions (economic chambers,
ministries, etc.), qualified trainers and a
close collaboration with the private sector
(social partnership).
The nexus character of VET is also

reflected in the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), where it can directly
contribute to SDGs 4, 8 and 9. Life-long
quality education is a prerequisite for
productive and decent work, and
sustainable production and innovation.
The integrating nature of the SDGs and a
closer integration of the world economy are
creating a need for stronger regional
partnershipmechanisms between private
sector actors, governments,VET
institutions and civil society, in order to

improve collaboration and help
identify and use synergies of
ongoing activities.

MARTHA SCHULTZ is Vice-
President of the Schultz Group
and Vice-President of the Austrian
Federal Economic Chamber
(Wirtschaftskammer Österreich,
WKÖ) which represents the
interests of the Austrian business
community on a national and
international level.
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Interview with JONG WOO KANG,
a principal economist with the Asian
Development Bank.

Yourwork shows that the kind of export
processing zones (EPZs) that drove
industrial development inAsia in the
1980s and 1990s are not up-to-date any
longer.Why is that so?
The typical EPZ in the 1980s and 90s was
an enclave. It served employment
generation and skills upgrading through
export-oriented and labour-intensive
manufacturing of a limited range of
goods. The impact on the broader
economywas limited as well. Since then,
we have learned that it makes sense to
build links with the domestic economy, so
companies become part of global and
regional production networks.
Accordingly, itmakesmore sense to

speak of special economic zones than just
to focus on export processing.That kind
of developmentmust be supported by
adequate institutions of course. On the
other hand, enclaves tend to wither over
time.The reason is that labour costs rise,
so they lose theirmain competitive
advantage. It has also become evident that
governance and institutions are critical to
the success of SEZs. Rent-seekingmust be
prevented.
At the same time, an SEZ’s authorities

must have adequate powers to serve
investors through“single window”
facilities.Themost important thing,
however, is that an SEZ is an economic
experiment. Itmust be linked to a

country’s development strategy and
industrial policy.This was donewith great
success in South Korea andTaipei, China,
for example.

Whywere SEZs so important?
SEZswere established to accelerate
development by creating an efficient
business environment and encouraging
foreign direct investment (FDI).They attract
businesses through cost advantages and
preferential treatment, and they foster skills
development and technology transfer,
particularly from foreign firms. Successful
SEZs,moreover, source goods and services
fromdomestic companies, and they sell to
themaswell.They thus contribute to
transforming the national economy as a
whole. Itmoves on frombeing a labour-
intensive economy to a skills- and
technology-intensive one.Moreover, SEZs
have also been successful test beds for
economic reforms. Shenzhen, the first and
largest SEZ in the People’s Republic of
China,was the pioneer that led theway for
opening up the economy after 1978.

WasShenzhen a particularlywell-
designed SEZ?
Yes, it was – and still is. Shenzhen has
become quite big and quite prosperous.
It has more than 10million people and
recorded a per-capita GDP of some
US$22,000 in 2013. Migrants from all over
China want tomove there. The People’s
Republic of China has used SEZs very
effectively to achieve higher economic
productivity and structural
transformation. Shenzhen was one of the
four initial zones that served to test
market-oriented reforms in regard to
laws, regulations, taxation, land, labour,
finance, customs, immigration and other
things.What proved successful was then
gradually rolled out throughout the
nation in diversified forms. Some zones
served sophisticated agendas, such as
fostering high-tech industrial parks.
Shenzhen is now a centre of high-tech
industry andmaritime transport services.

Many critics in Europe say that SEZs
really only allow companies to exploit
workers without regard for social and
other rights.What do theymiss?
Over the years, positive effects of SEZ have
indeed been observed inmany countries.
They concern female work, in particular.
Their families benefit. Results include
higher incomes, food security, health-care
coverage, enhanced social status and a
reduction of sex work. Fewer women,
moreover, are exploited as household
helpers.To achieve these things, SEZ
governancematters verymuch. An

Special economic zones should serve
thepurposeof smarturbanization

“Weneed smart cities that
makebestuseof high
technology to improve living
standards and reduce
environmental damage.
High-tech,knowledge-based
SEZs can contribute tomake
thathappen.”
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independent SEZ governing body can
enforce an appropriate legal framework,
monitoring grievances and balancing the
rights of investors andworkers. Experience
tells us that an SEZ’s sustainable success
hinges upon fair labour practices. And that
is not surprising. Goodworking and living
conditions contribute to boosting
productivity, after all.

What kind of special economic zones are
needed today?
With the rapid advancement of service
industries in developing countries,more
andmore SEZs will have to cater to this
trend. In China, for example, the Shanghai
Pilot FreeTrade Zone was established in
2013. It aims to promote growth through
liberalized capital-account transactions
and faster trade clearance. So far, the effect
has been positive. Inflows and outflows of
capital have increased, and the price
spread between the renminbi’s onshore
and offshore exchange rates is closing.
South Korea is another example. The
country is setting up “regulation-free
zones” across the country to build hubs of
industries that are considered future
growth engines. Relevant buzzwords are
smart devices, the internet of things,
drones or bio health, for example.

But aren’t SEZs basically self-contained
entities?
No, they shouldn’t be. Actually, theymatter
verymuch– and increasingly so – in terms
of urban development. It is well
understood that we need smart cities that
make best use of high technology to
improve living standards and reduce
environmental damage. High-tech,
knowledge-based SEZs can contribute to
make that happen.Theymust be linked to
e-governance systems, centres for research
and development, educational institutions
et cetera. Governments should link long-
term city development to SEZs.Malaysia is

doing that. IskandarMalaysia is an
interesting example of addressing various
aspects of urbanization in a coherent SEZ-
likemanner.The goal is tomake this
business corridor in theMalaysian state of
Johormore competitive in terms of
infrastructure, governance, connectivity,
mobility, housing, environment, health
and education. Ultimately, the goal is to
raise investments and improve people’s
quality of life.

Towhat extent are SEZs geared to
exporting?
The function of zones depends on a
country’s level of development. More
traditional EPZsmostly located in less
developed economies are heavily geared
toward exports, while the SEZs of more
advanced economies tend to emphasize
structural reform. Japan launched its
National Strategic Special Zones in 2013,
with the aim of “boosting the
international competitiveness of industry

and promoting the creation of centres of
international economic activities by
giving priority to advancing structural
reform of the economic system”.

What does the future hold?
More SEZs should aim for the formation
of industrial clusters, both within national
borders and across them. One example is
the Netherlands’ Brainport Eindhoven
Region, the industrial high-tech heart of
the Netherlands. It covers Eindhoven and
20 surroundingmunicipalities. Its
innovation system is based on
collaboration between industry,
knowledge institutes and government.
Public-private partnerships are common,
andmultidisciplinary approaches are
taken. Close proximity, low barriers and
high trust help to drive innovation.

l Interview by Hans Dembowski
Originally published in D+CDevelopment
and Cooperation www.dandc.eu/en

Shenzhen,
China, looking
southwest
towards the
Shenzhen river.
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The Department of Environment of the
United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO) works with
industry to improve its performance in
economic, environmental and social
terms. It does so by promoting resource-
efficient and cleanermodes of
production, as well as upgrading
products and processes to both generate
fewer emissions and facilitate reuse,
remanufacturing and recycling.
Helmed by Stephan Sicars, the

Department’s work correlates very closely
with an approach currently being
championed by economists,
policymakers, entrepreneurs and
development practitioners throughout
the world, namely the circular economy.
According to Sicars,“Although there are

many conceptions of the circular
economy, they all describe a newway of
creating value, and ultimately prosperity.
By reducing the use of resources in the
manufacture of products, extending the
useful lifetime of such products and
relocating wasted resources from the end
of the linear productionmodel to the
beginning, resources are conserved,
pollution isminimized and industries
grow.”
The linearmodel of production in

effect today suffers fromobvious flaws,
which render it inefficient and
unsustainable. Rawmaterials are
extracted, turned into products, and
eventually disposed back into the
environment in the formof waste. As a
result, supplies of rawmaterial are
depleted,while waste accumulates, either
incurring expenses related to disposal or
else polluting.

Introducing circularity into different
stages of this productionmodel is
something that Sicars and his colleagues
specialize in. “In a circular economy,”
explains Sicars,“fewermaterials are
needed for newproducts, andmost of
thesematerials come fromold products.
Asmuch as possible, everything is reused,
remanufactured or, as a last resort,
recycled back into a rawmaterial or, at
least, used as a source of energy.”
In addition to the global policy push for

a circular economy, there is also a strong
business case underpinning it. “By
adjusting processes and designing
products with resource recovery inmind,

manufacturers are no longer tied to an
increasingly volatile rawmaterials
market,” says Sicars. “Furthermore,
economists inform that efficiency gains
of up toUS$1trn per year inmaterials
cost savings could be achieved by
implementing a circular economy.”
While this wouldmean thatmany

national economies, entrepreneurs and
employees would stand to benefit, Sicars
also sees the need to ensure that all
nations have the opportunity to partake
in this new economy and profit from it.
For Sicars, there are three issues to be

considered.
“First, as wealthy countries learn to

extend their resource use, theywill
reduce their dependency on imported
rawmaterials, as well as on other
productsmanufactured abroad. Second,
the requirements on these products will
increase and becomemore specific and
thusmore challenging to be fulfilled.
Third, developing countries – especially
least developed countries –may struggle
to access new technologies and
knowledge, as well as to build the
framework thatmakes the circular
economywork for them as well.”
In spite of these reservations, Sicars

believes thatUNIDO can play a leading
role in helping developing countries
benefit from a circular economy.
He notes that the growing need for

material, water and energy in developing
countries can be addressed– if not
reversed– by the implementation of
circular economy approaches.This would
have significant impacts on resource
depletion, climate change and the
pollution of natural areas.

Realizing the circular economy
In this interview,
STEPHAN SICARS,
Director of UNIDO’s
Department of
Environment, considers
the organization’s
approach to promoting
the circular economy

“Economists inform
that efficiency gains
of up to US$1trn per
year in materials cost
savings could be
achieved by
implementing a
circular economy.”
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Sicars points out that many UNIDO
projects already address various building
blocks of the circular economy. 
“Some support cleaner manufacture of

products, others help develop safe, easy-
to-recycle products with longer lifetimes,
and still others deal with the recovery or
safe disposal of resources at the end of a
product’s life. And, since economies are
still far from phasing out the need for raw
materials extraction altogether, some of
our projects work to make parts of the
mining process, like processing of ores

and other extracted materials, safer and
more environmentally responsible.”
In light of UNIDO’s experience on the

ground, and in view of its international
mandate to promote inclusive and
sustainable industrial development,
Sicars envisions the organization
providing a global forum for its member
states to discuss any issues surrounding
the global shift to a circular economy.
He continues, “Our vision for a truly

sustainable industry is drawn from the
approaches and solutions we see in the

countries we work in. The building
blocks of a circular economy do not need
to be invented; they already exist, and it is
our job to ensure that developing and
transition economies can use and benefit
from them equally.”

lFor more about the Department of
Environment’s implementation of the circular
economy, check out the Department’s 50th
anniversary booklet: Making It Green –
Department of Environment, available on
www.unido.org
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The circular
economy –
an industrial
system that 
is restorative 
by design.
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